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"The apes alive in the next
Thanks to almighty God, I century 'will be those borne
have been given a tag line, from the apes now in our
the get-of-f line everybody zoos...' "
wants. -- Dr. David Johnson
- Ronald Reagan quoted by the Plain Dealer
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Luce Grant Will
Benefit Students
Faculty Members
by Kevin Crubb
Plans are presently underway to
determine specific uses for the
recently announced Henry Luce
III Fund for Distinguished
Scholarship, according to William
Baird, Vice President for
Academic Affairs. President
Henry Copeland, who announced
the Luce Foundation's grant of
$600,000, is presently in
communication with the
Foundation regarding allocations.
Baird stated, however, that the
Foundation is "fairly open
minded" as to how the money can
be utilized. An announcement is
expected within the next two
weeks. ' .
Luce, a trustee of the College, is
also president of Corporate
Planning for Time-Lif- e Publica-
tions. The grant will supplement
the $150-200,00- 0 budget yearly
determined for faculty leaves. In
addition, a portion of the $6,000
Mellon Foundation grant is used in
conjunction . with the leave
program budget. ,
Each year approximately 10
percent of the Wooster faculty
(with two leaves designated for
assistant professors) are granted
permission for a quarter, two
quarter's or a full year's leave of
absence to study andor do
research work. The College of
Wooster s leave program is unique
to the nation in that it aspires to
allow professors the privilege of
intense studyresearch for
purposes not inclusive to teaching
techniques. Students are the
ultimate beneficiaries of these
leaves," Baird emphasized,
pointing to the advantages of
' cont on p. 5
Students Propose
Culture Requirement
In response to the Black
Manifesto issued November, 1980,
and to ensure that students at the
College of Wooster receive a truly
liberating education, several
students and faculty members are
proposing the institution of a
General Education requirement in
Studies in Cultural Definition.
This requirement will be
satisfied by a course in one of the
following areas: a)Black Studies,
b)Women's Studies; and --t)Non-Western
Studies.
Several campus organizations
have already endorsed the
proposal. " Others interested in
adding their endorsement can sign
a proposal by contacting any of the
following people: Michelle
Florack, Macharia Kamau, James
Roberts, Annette Cooper, and
Eugenia Hull.
Copies are also available in the
Voice office (basement of Lowry
Center) for individuals and
organizations to show their
support. Students interested in
helping to circulate petitions are
also invited to pick one up.
mI, Jl-- ay.;.. v- - iJ
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Freshmen Jim Jtogan and Matt Dary display their patriotism in
support of the 52 former hostages. Photo by Rodger Petagaiii.
Student Goes to Reagan Inauguration;
Optimistic Atmosphere at Shoreham
by Timothy . Spence
Sophomore Charles B. Merrilljoined some 50,000 other
Americans at the swearing in
ceremony of President Ronald
Reagan last Tues., Jan. 20 in the
nation's capital.
"It was a great day," said Merrill
after, returning from the
quadrennial ceremony, which saw
the former California governor
sworn in as the nation's fortieth
president. MemU said he
.
had
"preferred standing room" about
250 yards from the stage onvhich
Reagan, former President Jimmy
Carter, Vice-Preside- nt George
Bush and former Vice-Preside- nt
Walter Mondale, as well asCongressmen and other
dignitaries sat.
MemU said his family was given
tickets to the inauguration by Rep.
Jim Couter (R-N.Y.- ). Merrill
accompanied his mother and a
friend from Drew University to the
inauguration.
Footpath to Dance
- Footpath Dance Company, a
professional contemporary dance
company, will pertorm in concert
in Wooster at McGaw Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Jan. 29,
1981.
The program will include
"Darwin's Dance", which
humorously explores the
similarities between, man and
others, and "Parade A Farce",,a
look at observing and participating
in parades ana circuses.
Ribbons", set to music
.
by
.
Vivaldi,
is a dance ceieorating tne joy 01
youth. Also on the program is
Bug , an intriguing solo exploring
the motion bf insects. Music for
Footpath's concerts ranges from
baroque and classical works to
jazz and electronic compositions.
, In addition to attending the"
inauguration of the President and
Vice-Presiden- t, Merrill said hejoined in festivities at a ball hosted
primarily by New Yorkers at the
Shoreham Hotel, and he attended
a reception for the Vice-Preside- nt
at the American History Hall at the
Smithsonian.
1 Songs Express Hungarian
by Robin Wilson
Anyone who regularly attends
Wednesday morning convocation
lectures on the College of Wooster
campus might have thought he or
she was' in the wrong place
yesterday. The convocation was
held in McGaw Chapel instead of
Mateer Auditorium, but aside
from that there was still something
different.
Instead of the usual lecture,
Wednesday's hour was a variety
show including a lecture, a slide
show, a demonstration and a mini-concer- t.
Although diverse, the means of
presentation were focused on one
man, Bela Bartok, twentieth-centur- y
composer who concerned
himself with capturing, in music,
the true tone of cultural identity in
Hungary, his much-love- d, native
homeland.
What Bartok found in ancient
Hungarian music was folksongs,
and Nancy B. Garlick, professor-o- f
Rumors Abound Over Flu;
Possibility of Closing False
by Timothy E. Spence
A strain of Bangkok influenza
has created discomfort for its.
victims, busied Hygeia, and is
causing abounding rumors,
according to college physician and
Director of Student Health
Services, Dr. Randolph Peto.
Peto said the influenza is
"comparable with the Bangkok
type," which is affecting not only
the college community but the
nation as a whole.
The college doctor said the
symptoms of the influenza include
"aches, fevers and cold-lik- e
symptoms." He said the duration
of the disease of students he has
treated is usually from three to five
days, though he said some
students recover in two to three
days..
Peto indicated that Hygeia "has
been treating over 20 people a day
with influenza-lik-e symptoms" this
quarter.
Several rumors ' have been
heard on the campus with regard
to the "break-out:-" that the school
might close, that the disease is of
epidemic proportions, or that
Hygeia was not accepting
h students.,, , : . . .
Peto disqualified these rumors.
"There is no way on earth that we
are going to close. That is a
decision of the administration, and
they have not decided to close (the
College)," said the doctor.
Dr. Thomas Halpin, a physician
music at Jhe College and director
of the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra, presented a historical
sketch of Bartok's life to answer
the question of her talk, "Bartok:
Why Folksong?"
According to Garlick, many
musicians believe that Bartok
failed to recognize the change in-music-al
expression from the end
of the nineteenth century
nationalism to the onset of more
universal themes in the twentieth
century. This is because Bartok
focused only on Hungary and the
twentieth-centur- y artist is more
-- absorbed with universal themes.
Q.r (if
with the Ohio State Board of
Health, said that no other college '
or university in the state has
closed as a result of the influenza
out-brea- k. He said, however, that
there have been several
elementary schools in the state
that have been forced to close.
While the influenza is being
played up by some students as an
"epidemic," Peto said he does not
think it could "really be called an
epidemic." At press time, no data
were available as to the number of
students who had reported sick to
the hospital with "flu-lik- e
symptoms," but the doctor said
the spread of the disease is not
serious at this time.
Dr. Edward Gatz, Director of
the Wayne County Board of
Health, confirmed Peto's claims
that the flu virus is merely a
''break-out- " and not . an
"epidemicv" Gatz said he would
estimate that 15 percent of the
people in Wayne County are being
treated for flu, which does not
constitute an epidemic.
TTnt on p. 3 -
- The "Great Decisions"' panel for
the Jan. 29 topic. "China After
rramafizatiorc . How - Good - a
Friend for the U.S." has been
changed. Henry Leitzel, a
local businessman who had
traveled to China, will replace Dr.
David Gedalecia on the panel.
Student participant will be Paul
Nationalism
Garlick said. "Being aware, then
that nationalism has been credited
as a nineteenth century
phenomena, does this make
Bartok johnny-come-lately- ?" she
asked.
No, Garlick answered. It is not
that Bartok's work lacked
originality, but that Hungary's own
socio-politica- l and cultural
evolution was yet to be identified.
For two centuries Austria had
dominated Hungary and in the
previous centuries it was the
Turks who overran her," said
Garlick. "The people of Hungary
cont on p. 5 '
,
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'Robert Hamilton, Brian Dykstra, and Nancy Buckingham Garlick
perform Bartok's vibrant folk songs at convocation Wednesday.
Photo by Rodger PelagaQL - ;
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Studies in Cultural Definition:
Proposal Worthy of Support
Negative. Why are your editorials always so negative-s-o "down on the
world?" Why are you such a bloody pessimist all of the time? Or so run
the weekly comments. So, all right. World, here it is--an editorial in
support of something.
Several students and members of the faculty have proposed the
establishment of a requirement to be fulfilled by the completion of a
course in the areas of Black Studies, Women's Studies, or Non-Wester- n
Studies. Apparently, initiative does exist on this campus.
The Voice has endorsed this proposal. So have a few other
organizations on campus. But not enough. Not as many as one would
- hope. This is a worthwhile endeavor. Let's not plead the existence of too
many requirements already. Let's face it-m- ost people fulfill their
concentration and distribution more by accident than by design. Most
people have interests broad enough to allow expansion into other areas
of study without too much difficulty. At least, enough to take two or three
courses. All that's required. What else is left? Just the religion
requirement. Which raises a slight discrepancy. The purpose of the
religion requirement, ostensibly, is to indoctrinate, or rather, educate,
students in religious principles. And it does make sense. It is important to
study everything one possibly can objectively before rejecting or
accepting it. It might make even more sense were it not for the fact that
for most students the religion requirement can be fulfilled only by one of
four less than provocative introductory courses. And were it not for the
fact that the school looks upon it more as a payoff to those Presbyterian
founders than an attempt to broaden the minds of its students.
So the requirements are not all that numerous. A Wooster degree
does not automatically render one well-rounde- d. It is too easy to
graduate from this school without ever having written a paper, read a
difficult book, or, on the other side, without ever having solved an
equation, or struggled through a lab. It's too easy to come out of here
well-verse- d in Christianity and western culture and imbued with a disdain
for all that fails to square with what the majority of our immediate society
has deemed wholesome and worthwhile.
"Liberal arts" is an encompassing term. It doesn't mean just novels
and formulas. It means culture, too. It means opening our minds instead
of closing them automatically when a concept appears too foreign or
estranged. It means being receptive to and knowledgeable about the
culture of Blacks, of women, and of Third World, non-wester- n countries.
There is little on this campus that is worthy of support. This proposal
is. A group of people have actually defined the problem and determined
to solve it. They deserve our help. We hope that both organizations and
individuals will assess their values and support this proposal. It's been
tried before. Let's not let it die this time.
Editor Guilty of "Sloppy Journalism"
Dear Editor.
I am writing in regard to your last
editorial concerning Alexander M.
Haig. While the whole article
bothered me. and I realize that that
was a difference of opinion, your
final paragraph confuses opinions
with unfounded accusations. Your
references to Haig as a Vietnam
War criminal and Watergate hood
are established upon emotions
rather than fact. Your conviction of
Haig as a Vietnam War criminal is
unwarranted and is hypocritical of
the "Freedom" and "Democracy'
that you speak of. since these are
LAB
the foundations of our legal systems
that a Derson is innocent until
proven guilty.
I find it very interesting that you
came up with more .evidence than
a Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee did on a man they
overwhelming endorsed. Coming
from the editor of the Voice one
would expect more than the piece
of sloppy journalism you pro;
duced. unless, of course, you and K
R. M. Nixon share a similar
Memorex collection.
Drew Levinson
THE VOICE
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THEY RE QETTINg
A HOLIDAY fOK YOU
DOWN THERE
Majority Supports Haig: Editor Wrong
Dear Editor,
"Blum Mentality-Demagogu- ery
Overrules Reason"
The Voice editorial of January
16th entitled "Haig Mentality-For- ce
and Concensus Overrule
Reason" has inspired me to pen a
commentary of my own. And since
Miss Blum (the authoress) made a
point to bring REASON into her
exposition of worldly affairs, I find
it only appropriate that I too
address this oft ignored element of
human analysis. Bear in mind, my
differences with Blum Jo not
bespeak of personal or even
partisan misgivings, but instead of
a contempt for her seeming
insensithity to and disregard for
the hard facts.
Clearly some people look up
facts and some people make up
facts. And while it appears likely
that the aforementioned editorial
was an exercise in the latter, I am
of the persuasion that one need
not resort to such deception and
vindictiveness in illustrating a
point. That tends only to skew
one's perspective and flaw what
might otherwise have been a
perfectly legitimate argument.
Instead of rendering some
substantive or even thought
provoking item of interest, such
writers defy their own standards,
allowing demagoguery to overrule
reason and thus make a mockery
of the very point which they are
Zuberbuhler Letter
A Disappointment
Dear Editor.
It was of great disappointment to
me to read the letter submitted by
Jim Zuberbuhler in last week's
edition of the Voice. It is clearly
evident that Jim has done an
outstanding job in making a lot out
of a little.
Unfortunately, the disappoint-
ment I feel goes beyond that of his
taking a new position on campus.
Working on the staff of the Student
Activities Board for almost two
years, I learned to know well the
mnerworkings of the operation of
Lowry Center (which, incidentally,
includes SAB. Ichabod's- - and
numerous other programs and
activities students do not realize).
cont on p. 3
V ENOUqHl I
attempting to make.
In reckoning with this one might
examine . Webster's definition of
REASON: "...to think coherently
and logically; to draw inferences
and conclusions from facts; and to
support such facts systemati-
cally." For the life of me I could not
find a single noteworthy instance
where Blum's editorial squared
with that definition: And .ironically,
Alexander Haig's testimony did
square with such logic --and I might
add parentheticallyit was in
accord with the thinking of the
vast majority of America s
lviUIcuiLy oy 1 1 ljyvoiui
Campus Community's Varied Interests
A Morality Symposium at Wooster? Is the "Moral Majority" or
Enlightened Minority" Invading campus to flog unbelievers-wi-t h their
superior Christian morals?
No.
TKp car Sneakers and Tooics
seven lectures dealing with marriage
sexuality, stress, the hospice concept, forced busing, and woetnics.
The Morality Symposium, unlike previous symposia, should appeal to
the entire campus community from 58-year-o- ld administrators to 16--
. . .a n fte 4itfwof
year-ol-d tresnmen. wnyr vespne age umwem.es cum
responsibilities, the College community nas an oovwus common
denominator. We're all human beings, although certain people who
wished to halt hell week activities may disagree. As humans, we each
make moral decisions according to an individual blueprint. Issues raised
in symposium lectures and discussions may alter our blueprint, erasing
hazy values or lines or sharpening and reinforcing others. Morality
symposium speakers will present ideas and lead discussions on moral
-- ! s that um ae humane must
Previous symposia lectures and
.intM0ct arm ins instead of the
feminist or Greek symposia have attracted those who sponsored the
events or those with a healthy appetite for Greek food. But the Morality
Symposium topics will cater to interests ot tnese speciaiizea groups as
well as others.
Blum Mentality:
Biased Editorial
Presumptuous .
Dear Editor,
Concerning your article of
January 16, 1981 entitled "Haig
Mentality - Force and Concensus
Overrule Reason", we are
disappointed in your haste to label
General Haig. In particular: "We
accept with docility the right of a
former Vietnam war criminal and
Watergate hood to act as our
secretary of state".
It may be that some hold these
views of Haig. We must admit that
Haig is a controversial figure in
regards to Vietnam and.
Watergate. Haig has not, as yet,
been proven guilty (or innocent) of
any crimes connected with either
Vietnam or Watergate.
Therefore, it is definitely
presumptuous to name Haig as a
"Vietnam war criminal and
Watergate hood". We were under
the impression that an editor
should be less biased, or at least
when voicing an opinion, back up
that view with factual evidence.
Ellen Christensen
Margaret Wehrly
citizenry-Alexande- r
Haig is. not a
"Vietnam War criminal or a
Watergate hood" as .Blum
asserted, nor did he ever state
under oath or otherwise imply that
he would "prevent our learning
how to preserve our ideals without
slaughter and repression." Again,
this is the sort of insolence that is
beyond reason.
By most standards, Alexander
Haig is a man of considerable
stature. Having served with
distinction as a renowned
cont on p. 3
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.
Committee is sponsoring a series of
and the family, deception and lying.
orarmle with or have araDDted witn.
events have appealed to small, special
entire community. History, French,
.
Certain professors and administrators have earnestly searched for a
common intellectual denominator for the College, so people would form
a community instead of rigid factions of students, faculty and
administrators. Previous attempts at finding this denominator, whether
in having one freshman studies course or symposium, have failed.
Morality Symposium issues, however, pertain to the entire community
since we are all human and make moral decisions. The Morality
Symposium is the foundation for the College to become a community,
by arguing and discussing moral values.
, Questions speakers raise during the next seven weeks are practical
and answers can be applied in everyday life, not just in a chemistry or
physics lab. Will you marry? Why do you lie? What are your sexual
values? Is the hospice concept workable? How can stress be managed?
Will your children be bused from one school and ethnic neighborhood to
another? Should euthanasia and genetic engineering be governed by
laws? All these questions will have different answers depending on the
individual, but in finding answers an intellectual community can be
formed. -
DLT
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The faculty comment-- - :V
Internationalist On Worthy Occasions
by Alkis Papade metriou
At a slow pace the victims of the
destructive Italian earthquake find
new nouses, mis Dnngs to 'our
mind that elsewhere in the world
17 million homeless still wait, and
many of them will die before they
receive any kind of help.
The chaos in the aid to the
Italian earthquake demonstrates
very well how fewer hopes exist for
the millions of refugees all over the
world.
If the urgent aid is so poor in
Europe, we do not need a lot of
imagination to realize what is going
on in the forgotten deserts and
refugee camps where the skeleton-
like children wait in the dirt until
they die quietly.
If the human monsters are able
to steal the aid and the supplies
from a well --developed country
with organized police forces like
Italy, then the prospectives are
much worse for the millions of
unprotected refugees who wander
around in hostile environments.
The issue of help to the refugees
is so great that it seems it cannot
reach the conscience of the people
who could help them. The issue
becomes one of those hypotheses --
like arms control - that is very
worthy but no one is really
interested in it
In the confusion of what can be
Jbne. many people do yzry little or
nothing. For them theStatistics and
the difficult to-pronou-nce names of
the camps, overcame the human
beings. '
The massive aid to the Cambo-
dians proved that help can be
sometimes effective, but also
proved the rationality that exists
in these programs. Cambodians
received the aid because their
position became internationally
well known. On the other hand
many of the most dramatic
situations of refugees take place in
some areas in Africa and Asia
where the international conscious-
ness has not yet arrived. When this
situation will be discovered not
much of help will be left for them.
' Donating countries and interna-
tional organizations can help more
effectively if they coordinate their
programs of distribution and
control. Huge quantities of sup-
plies take the wrong way ,pr are
waste
Some mistakes that make, the
situation dramatic have been re-
ported over the years. Poor,
barefoot village girls received high
heel shoeslusIims get pork, and
medicine for colds arrived to the
refugees in the not desert. These
supplies are useless and sometimes
increase the grief of the refugees.
Of course, the worst problems are
the less obvious ones.
Very often officers --seize the
supplies and distribute, them a-mo- ng
their own men.' In some
cases, local authorities give the
supplies of the aid to the black
market. People responsible for aid
programs should have the power
to control the distribution of the
supplies until they get to the very
last receiver.. .
Governments can" offer more
under the pressure of the common
opinion or because other countries
have already helped. The political
nature of the refugees sometimes' is
an excuse for some governments
not to participate in the aid
programs.
cont on p. 4
Cartography and the art of mapmaking is one of the two art
exhibitions now on display in Frick. Coordinated by Duncan
Berry, the exhibition is in conjunction with the Humanities
Symposium. Photo by Rodger PelagallL
Rumors Persist of Campus Quarantine
cont from p. 1
Hatpin said that though an
epidemic has not officially been
declared nation-wide- , deaths
across country are above the
"threshold number" (that is, the
number of deaths considered to be
of epidemic proportions). Halpin
said of the current Bangkok flu
out break. There is a possiblity
that it could be worse than the
1975 flu out-brea- k which was a
killer."
Other colleges across the state
have experienced out-brea- ks
which are very sporadic. Halpin
said. He said the most serious out-
breaks in the state have been in
Hamilton County, and at colleges.
He said the influenza "hit the
University of Cincinnati before
Christmas."
Gatz said he has heard nothing
from Peto about the flu situation at
the College. He said he feels that if
a serious out-brea- k had occurred,
or were to occur, that Peto would
consult the Board of Health.
Also, Peto said rumors that
Hygeia hospital beds were not
available to in students because of
an influx of patients are fallacious.
He said Hygeia has admitted 44
students to the campus hospital
since the beginning of the quarter
as a result of the flu, but beds are
available when needed, he said.
Some students contacted by the
paper earlier this week said they
were concerned about possible
infection of food in the two dining
halls by ill students and food
servers.' Also, one student
contacted said he felt so ill that he
had no" energy to go to the dining
halls. v
Peto said he does not feel Food
Service should act as a "catering
service" by delivering meals to
Thistle Staff Appeals
To Student Creativity
Dear Editor.
The Thistle staff would like
everyone to get out their pens and
notebooks and be creative. We'd
like to have a poem or short story
or art work . from everyone on
campus who has ever dabbled or
even wanted to dabble in the arts.
So dust off your hidden manu-
scripts or take some time to come
up with something fresh, and send
them to box number 1489. We're
all working hard for a Thistle we
can be proud of. but we need your
help. Please send us your work by
the fifth week of the quarter.
Thanks.
The Thistle Staff
! f
student rooms, as some students
have suggested Food Service
should do. Fie added that students
who are too infected with disease
to go to the dining rooms are
admitted to Hygeia for meals and
sleep, but are released for classes.
Director of Food "' Service
Howard Raber said he feels food
infection is not a problem. He said
he "does not work employees who
are sick," and that most do not
work if they are ill.
Raber said a "catering service"
to the rooms of sick students
would be financially prohibitive.
"Besides, they (students) have
Hygeia with a cook and facilities
for sick students." Raber added.
Zuberbuhler Letter
A DisEqDpcmhTient
conf from p. 2
The central hub of this operation is
a group of refreshingly enthusiastic
people. Jim was fortunate to be a
part of that group. Some of the
people who constitute that central
hub were graciously thanked by
Jim last week in his letter. I was
verynurt to realize that at least two
of the most important people hi
that group were neither recognized
or thanked in the letter. Two
people. Hal Closson (Director of
Lowry Center) and Pam Allison
(Administrative Assistant) are the
source of an incomprehensible
amount of activity on this campus.
Without, their help, much of what
goes' on in. or around. Lowry
Center would not be possible,
including Ichabod's.
I realize it may not have been
possible for Jim to thank everyone.
but these two people are too
central to the operation to be'
overlooked Indeed, they not only
deserve a "thank you" from Jim.
but from numerous others who do
not realize the impact that Hal and
Pam have had on their experience
at the College of Wobster.
' '
" Sincerely.
Ned Edwards
Box 1524
SGA BRIEFS
by Missy Belcher
SGA elections are coming up.
petitions are available on Monday.
Janr26. If you are interested in
running, feel free to get in touch
with any of the officers. All
interested, students are
encouraged to run for an office.
by Patricia Mehrin
"Travel fulfills you but the distance
kills you "
And there's plenty to do at home.
All of us think in terms of space:
public space - private space; open
, space - closed space; breathing
space - claustrophobic space. At
convocation this Wednesday
Vaidotas Daukantas, an architect-sculpto- r
working in Boulder,
Colorado,
.
will explore with us
questions of spatial intrigue and
our personal, sense of space.
During his slide lecture,
"Questions of Spatial Intrigue,"
Daukantas wiR strive to expand
our sense of space and illustrate
how the influences of culture
shape our spatial attitudes and
perceptions..
In his work Daukantas, who
received his Master of Fine Arts
from the University of Colorado in
1977, focuses on the relationship
between certain qualities and a
particular space - the corner.
Because he finds the most
provocative qualities of comers
center on their ability to exhibit
both
.
binary and opposite
characteristics. Daukantas' forms
and physical mediums are
intrinsically binary and opposite as
well. According to Daukantas,
"the result of his efforts to
synthesize these qualities of
corners are certain frozen
theatrical acts." In such an.
environment, the events remain
suggestive rather than stated
surrounded by the "tflusiveness of
essence."
This week also will be the last
chance to examine another
interplay of spatial elements. In her
sculptural installation in
Severence Art Studio Gallery.
Rebecca Seeman has altered our
spatial perceptions. Intrigued by
the interaction of constantly
shifting light and shadows.
Seeman has constructed a
wooden structure that casts
changing shadow patterns. These
patterns, never static and always
slightly elusive, force us to
reassess our perception of the
gallery space.
As mentioned in last week's
column, the Music Department is
sponsoring the Barfok Centennial
Festival. Brian Dykstra. Robert
Hamilton and students will open
the festival on January 25 with a
performance in Mackey Hall at
3:00 p.m.
Abo. this is the second week of
the Humanities Symposium. On
January 27 John Gates of the
History Department will tell us
how hundreds of Spaniards
defeated millions of warlike
Indians all the while living in fear
the Indians would devour their
flesh. His presentation, entitled
"The Conquest of Mexico." will be
given in the Frick Lecture Room at
4:00 p.m.
And what week would be
complete without movies? On
January 24 Richard Burton and
company will conspire to free an
American officer held by the
Germans in "Where Eagles Dare"
(1969. Brian Hutton). Monday
evening. January 26. Rita
Hayworth. Glenn Ford arfiS
George Macready tempt us with a
highly charged emotional triangle
in "Gilda" (1946. Vidor). On
Tuesday night we reenter the
world of 1946 with "The Big
Sleep." In this classic. Howard
Hawks directs Humphrey Bogart
and Lauren Bacall in Raymond!
Chandler's mystery. On
Wednesday we find David Miller
and Sharon. Taylor in John
DeBello's horror movie spoof
"Attack of the Killer Tomato"
(1978). Thursday's fare takes us to
India with Satyajit Ray's rendition
of Prabhat Kumar Mukherjee's
story of "Devi," in which a father-in-la- w
envisions his soil's wife as a
devine spirit (1961): And finally,
the week comes Jo" a close with
"AH That Jazz"
.
(1979) - Bob
Fosse's self-indulge- nt "auto-
biography" with Roy Scheider and
Jessica Lange.
Sneak Preview: Women's Week
1981. During the first week of
February (February 1-Febru- ary
, tin; loiuijus imiiiiiuimy ion
participate in activities focusing on
aspects of contemporary
womanhood. Events include daily
lectures, films and discussions
ranging in subject from women in
I Spanish literature; to "The
Flashettes. Watch for the full
schedule of events.
Initiation Week
Observers Needed
.
Campus. Council invites all
persons in the College community '
to participate as observers of the
Club and Section Initiation Week
activities. Several observers , are
assigned, to each club and section
to share in the - observer's
responsibilities. Observers,
represent the Campus Council in
these activities. Their primary
function is to be aware of the
requirements - and restrictions
imposed on these activities by the
Campus Council, the biter-Clu- b
Council, or Inter-Sectio- n Council
and the clubs or sections
themselves. The - work of the
observers is extremely important
to the goals of Initiation Week .The
clubs and sections benefit
tremendously from the observers
reports which not ' only make
suggestions for improvement, but
also frequently include commen-
dations. Persons wishing to apply
to be an observer should go to the
information desk in Lowry Center
for an application. At that time,
they wiD receive a copy of the
guideline for observers. Deadline
for volunteering is Friday.
February 6. Selection of observers
will be completed by February 13.
Blum Chastized,
Labeled Tnsolen?
cont from p. 2
General, Cornnrander of NATO.
and indeed a great American
. .
,
.- u - I I A I.
high respect of nearly every leader
of the world-exce-pt maybe Louise
Blum. Perhaps even more to the
point, the Secretary ot btate- -
designate possesses the wisdom
and foresight necessary for coping
with the many challenges facing us
as a nation.- - He recognizes the
need to rectify America s
presently disastrous state cf
foreign affairs: the imperative of
reviving our deteriorating military
posture; and above all,' the
obligation to counter Soviet
Russia's stepped up adventurism
around the world. Indeed I believe
there will be reason for all
Americans (and aD members of the
Free World) to sleep better with
Alexander Haig at helm.
Signed.
David W. Johnson
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Artist-in-Residenc- e, Michael Wladkowski, performed a number
of Chopin selections last Sunday in Mackey Hall. Photo by
Rodger Pelagalli.
Artist-in-Residen- ce Performs
by Timothy E. Spence
Pianist Michael Wladkowski. the !
College's Artist-in-Residenc- e for
the Winter Quarter, opened the
first of three lecture recital series
last Sunday in Mackey Hall, with
the history and music of Polish
musician Frederick Chopin.
Wladkowski. a resident of De-
troit, is a graduate of the Palestrina
Institute in Detroit, and studied
piano as well at the University of
Michigan and the Mozarteum
Academy in Salzburg. Austria. -
Wladkowski taught at Musik-schulwer- k
in Salzburg, and has
researched and trained recently in
Paris and Warsaw. He has per-
formed in Warsaw and throughout
Western Europe.
Wladkowski is most renowned
for his performances of Polish
musicians, including Chopin and
Koral Szymanowski.
Last Sunday. Wladkowski pre-
sented a recapitulation of historical
events which have influenced the i
character of Polish music, and
performed nocturnes and mazur-
kas (Polish dances), as well as a
scherzo or "joke" of Chopin
(1810-49)- .
The Artist-in-Residenc- e said that
the Polish people were greatly
affected by the partitions of Poland
by Russia and Prussia in .the late
18th century. "The partitions were
a tremendous shock to the Polish
mentality, and the shock still lingers
in Poland." Wladkowski said.
"Chopin as well as other
musicians of the period (19th
century) were very strongly tied to
the past their music represents a
sense of mc.nory rather than
anticipation." said Wladkowski.
As for today's music Wladkow
ski said. "Modern Polish musicians
use elements of folklore . . . The
people are still very much con-
cerned with the nation's culture."
Chopin, according to Wladkow
ski. "was very conscious of Polish
culture, his heritage, his tradition.
and what is truly Polish." Thus, the
mazurka or folk dance which was
popularized outside folk circles by
Chopin, represents the character of
Poland. One of Chopin's "Four
Mazurka. Op. 30 in D Rat Major."
which was played by Wladkowski.
strongly resembles the national
anthem of Poland, indicating the
strong ties Polish culture has had
on the country's music, according
to Wladkowski.
In addition to the culturally
oriented, or ethnocentric dance.
Wladkowski said Chopin's' ma-
zurkas are characteristically "slow
and lyrical, and-melancholy- ."
Wladkowski said Chopin often
utilized "monotonous, repeating
effects." He demonstrated such
technique by playing a scherzo of
joke (Scherzo in B Minor. Op.20).'
This particular piece represented a
depressed period in Chopin s life,
one when he was homesick for his
parents.
As a child. Wladkowski said that
he aspired to paint, though his
mother and cousin influenced his
musical abilities.
"My mother played the piano,
and we had a lot of Chopin
records. But I actually wanted to
paint." Wladkowski said.
However. Wladkowski said that
his cousin was an accomplished
pianist who. at one of his recitals,
sparked Wladkowski to play ,the
piano rather than paint.
.
In the two subsequent lecture-recital- s.
Wladkowski will present
the music of Szymanowski (1882-1937- )
on Feb. 22. and the
following Sunday. March 1. he will
present a program of Polish,
keyboard style.
Both remaining programs are
scheduled to be held in Mackey
Hall at 3:00 p.m.
The Internationalist
cont from p. 3
Another big problem of the
refugees is the political asylum.
Most countries face difficulties in
accepting the refugees. Unemploy-
ment, unbalanced budgets, cost of
welfare or political instability pre-
vent countries from receiving new
refugees. Some refugees are able
to adjust in the new society where
they are transfered. and some face
fundamental difficulties to do so
and they stay isolated and
non-productiv- e.
Of course there is a great
support in the idea to preserve the
refugee camps where the refugees
can find food, medical care and
houses until they will be able to
return to their countries. Most of
the refugees prefer this solution.
There are though, other refu-
gees that they cannot return to
their countries. These refugees are
condemned to suffer forever since
other countries do not take them.
Soviet Emigre: Impressions
This installment ends the article by Sergej Dovlatov. The translation, notes, and summary statements of
each section were done by Joel and Monica Wilkinson.
THE PARTY DECREES, THE YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE AGREES!
(About difficulties in accepting democracy and freedom of press; longing for the "iron fist")
One of my acquaintances called me and said: "Why did you print that article in which Glezer (one emigre)
attacks Shragin (another emigre)? After all, Shragin is a nice guy!"'
"Yes, he's a nice guy," I replied.
"And what's that supposed to mean? It seems your newspaper has no principles, no definite policy?"
On the contrary, we have apolicy and we have principles. Our policy is to publish the most diverse kinds of
ideas possible, to give people with conflicting opinions a chance to express themselves.
"Diverse ideas? Conflicting opinions? And where's the unity in all this?" you might ask.
It is in the reader's mind. We trust our readers. We are certain that they will be able to select from a dozen or
so differing ideas the most real, the most noble and lasting...
This brings to mind a certain interesting episode when I was summoned to the KGB offices.1 The captain who
was interrogating me showed some interest (in my reading habits). "What do you think about Solzhenitsyn?"
he asked. I confess that I was rather timid. I decided not to tell the whole truth, so I gave an evasive reply. "The
works of Solzhenitsyn ought to be published. People will understand what they're worth."
"The-people??!!""t- he captain reiterated in surprise, "the people?!"
There was an inexpressible contempt in his voice: "the people??!!"
At one of the editorial staffs deadline sessions, the talented journalist Sarafanova was present.2 She asked to
say a few words and was given the floor. She said: "The paper is facing a crisis. There's no single editor. The
former editor now, was a real editor -- his word was law. How he would stamp his feet! Everyone trembled in
their boots, and everyone knew exactly what to do... but Dovlatov only smiles and lets everyone write as he '
wishes. Is that really workable?" '
Yes, it's workable! I really am incapable of shouting at anyone, even though I was a guard in a labor camp. I
don't have it in me and I don't want to. I will never yell, not even at my dog Glasha or at Ms. Sarafanova!
J believe that the nostalgia for an iron-fiste- d commissar is yet another sign of our Soviet upbringing. The
longing for "strong leadership," for directives and orders! The inbred desire to be free of personal
responsibility!
What torture it is for Soviet journalists to write as they wish, without directives, precise instructions, or
explanations!....
I got a telephone call from my friend, Aleksandr Glezer3, who told me he had a suggestion and then gave me
the details. "Okay," I responded, "well get (the editorial board) together and make a decision."
Glezer became terribly angry. "What sort of newspaper is this?" he asked, "What sort of collective-far- m
democracy are you running?! You're the main editor, you decide yourself!!"
"Our policy," I replied, "is that the board decides. The people (involved)."
"The people?!" Glezer reiterated with surprise. And I inadvertently recalled the KGB officer.4
'The Soviet secret police, which are in charge of matters affecting "internal security'' as well as some
matters concerned with "foreign affairs."
2We have not been able to learn the first name of Ms. Sarafanova. Perhaps, she left work on "New
American" when Dovlatov became editor. -
3This may be the same Glezer referred to previously. Aleksandr Glezer is an emigre journalist, who lives in
Paris and edits a journal.
Here, Dovlatov referred to the officer as a "major," whereas earlier he called him Q "captain." .
WE'RE TRUE TO THE CAUSE OF LENIN AND STALIN
(Difficulty in accustoming themselves to new morals and standards.)
We. have found our feet rather quickly in the West, at least with respect to the things which concern our daily
lives. We know where to shop and, even more important, we know where to sell stuff.
(New) words m our conversations highlight the important THINGS: "cash, sale, two-bedroo- m, income
tax... But just you ask any emigre how to say conscience in English! Or "common sense, "compassion, or
uprightness." There will be an agonizing pause, and this is not coincidental.
It is much more difficult to accustom oneself to different morals and manners. You can spend years, even
decades, doing this.
I remember how an acquaintance of mine spoke ambitiously as he complained of the activities of H.I.A.S.5:
It's chaos! How dare they! In L'vov even anti-Semit- es respected me! But here..." My friend truly believed that
the respect of anti-Semit- es was a true indication of his role in society. The testimony of the absolute recognition
by the masses. A high distinction! What one should strive for! Would it be worth reminding him that anti-Semit- es
had an even greater respect for Hitler?
Yet another of my acquaintances, a wen-qualifie- d and gifted journalist, said the follow: rou criticize my.
articles?? (Ill have you know) I wrote speeches for (V.V.) Grishin himself!7 You got that?! For Grishin
himself...
Yet another of my acquaintances, a well-qualifie- d and gifted journalist, said the following: "You criticize my
articles?? (F1I have you know) I wrote speeches for (V.V.) Grishin himself!7 You got that?! For Grishin
himself..."
I, too, was in a somewhat similar situation. I also wrote speeches for another person. And he read them,
haltingly, at (official) meetings. It's true that he wasn't (as important as) Grishin. He was (only) the Rector of the
(Leningrad) Shipbuilding Institute, Professor E.V. Tovstykh. I am not even ashamed of the fact that I found
employment doing harmful hackwork. What I am ashamed of is that these speeches pleased the Party Chief.
(Up to a certain time). And that I was not just a hack, but an enthusiastic one. It's shameful that I decided to do
that work and even more disgraceful that I was paid quite well for it.
sAcronym for the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, located at 200 Park Avenue South, New York,New York.
6L'vov is the largest town in the western part of the Ukrainian Soviet Republic. It is located some 35 to 40
kilometers from the Polish border and has a very diverse ethnic community.
7V. V. Grishin is the Party Secretary of the Moscow Communist Party Organization and a member of the
Politburo. In the recent past, he is one of the individuals whom journalists and Sovietologists have speculated
might become Brezhnev's successor.
IN THE EVENING THE HORMONES BEGAN TO STTR... '
(Pitfalls in accustoming themselves to the "good life")
From the first it was clear to us that in America you have to work, and most of us have made our peace with
that (fact). You might say that it was on this account that we emigrated. All the more because any kind of work
pays well here.
In short, we're getting our act together. We're working and furnishing our apartments. We've bought cars
and coats. Everything is in order.
Evening sets in; the offices close; we go home. At home everything is marvelous! We have cobr television, a
refrigerator stuffed with food, and imported neglige's for our wives.
We've just eaten chicken, turned on Ihe TV, and sat down...
Of course, it's possible to amuse oneself differently. To head for 108th Street, or to drop in at the Russian
store (that is, if you live in Forest Hills. Brighton, I believe, has its own favorite places)... If youdo, you see a small
group of people and hear anxious voices:
"They say Fima has got his license. Is that right?"
"Well, not his license, but his welfare card." - ' '
"But I thought he worked.. .earned money?"
"The one doesn't exclude the other..."
cont on p. 5
Soviet Emigre: Impressions
cont from p. 4
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- Once I called one of my friends and asked, "What are you doinq?"
"What's up?" he asked.
togetherh"9 ) Semyakin arrived k0"1 France. He's a clever fellow, a remarkable artist. We're having a get- -
Tm busy," said "my friend.
"Are you eating chicken?" I asked.
"What do you mean --chicken?" my friend responded as if insulted. "I have my own affairs to attend to--cnicke- n,indeed! No, you should have guessed at something a bit more classy. We're eating turkey!!..."
8This sub-headin- g is a sarcastic pun, which involves substitution of the word "hormones" for the word
"accordions" in Russian. Singing songs to the accompaniment of an accordion is, for Russians, usually
associated with drinking and wasting away one's time. Moreover, it is a "low-class- " form of entertainment.9Michail Shemyakin is, indeed, a remarkable artist who has apparently decided to settle in the UnitedStatesinstead of in France, where he spent several years after emigrating from Leningrad. Occasionally, his works
are reproduced in "New American," or exhibited in museums or art galleries, such as the new "emigre"Nakhamkin Gallery (1070 Madison Ave., New York City).
LIFE, I LOVE YOU!
(Conclusion)
Try to imagine a huge mirror, surrounded by a motley crowd of thousands. The ranks of the third-wav- e(emigrants).
And now, let's glance into this mirror. Let's admire ourselves boldly.
Well, what (dodid we look like)??
You may say that I'm a pessimist, a misanthrope, a slanderer of Sovietsorry--America- n reality...
By no means! I love this life and I want it to become better. That's my reason for doing certain things, forinstance, writing such articles as this...
I have an optimistic view of the future-t- he future of our children. I believe our children will be happy.
Nevertheless, I want to conclude by proudly singing these (patriotic) fines:
...Among the countless rivers the best
Is the little mother Volga!
That's the kind of person I am.
And, rest assured, my feelings won't change...
Songs Express Hungarian Nationalism
cont from p. 1
never had the chance to grow up
and govern themselves." she said.
This is why Bartok reluctantly
left Hungary for the United States
in 1940 at age 58. In what he
termed a voluntary exile, she said.
"He was driven by his hatred of
Nazism as well as the many
members of his own class who
accepted it," Garlick told. Indeed,
the entire gentry of Hungry was
of foreign derivation, she noted.
Although he left his homeland.
Bnrtok did not give up his work
about it. The end resufTwas a
collection of 8.000 scientifically
classified Hungarian peasant
folksongs. Through the collection
he tried to capture true Hungarian
culture which was something very
different from the synthetic
imitations of Hungarian folksongs
that had always been considered
authentic.
The accepted Hungarian music
was a kind of shapeless, western,
imitative art song conjured l-- y
gypsy Kinds and Ihis was nothing
like what Bartok found really
existed in the ancient villages ."nd
songs. Garlick noted.
Luce Grant
conf from p. 1
leaves as they benefit the
Independent Study and tutorial
programs. "In recent years there
have always' been more
applications than the number that
could be accepted," he added. .
Every fifth year (six years for
first-tim- e leave' applicants)
professors are eligible for a full
year's leave of absence to devote
to studyresearch outside the
campus. The process a professor
follows begins with the submission
of a leave application to the
Research and Study Leave
Committee. The Committee
consists of the President, Dean of
Faculty, Vice President of
Bartok formed the basis of his
collection before he left Hungary.
Among slides depicting Hungarian
lifestyle, Garlick showed one of
Bartok and a friend coaxing the
shy peasants to sing into the
"Strange black box- - the Edison
phonograph." These songs were
what constituted his collection.
From his work, Bartok believed
that he captured the nationalism of
Hungary - the kind of sotkjs that
lay hidden underground in every
country. Garlick said. From there,
he thought, further composition of
Hungarian music would go on.
After all, Bartok said, it is not only
right for an artist to have his roots
in the art of some former times, it is
a necessity. Bartok. Garlick said,
developed these roots for
Hungary.
Bartok also took his own words
to heart by composing three-.- ,
rnovernents in a piece for clarinet,
piano and violin entitled.
"Contrasts." "Contrasts." ' told
Garlick. possesses characteristics
of Hungarian folk music without
containing any folksongs, per se.
With help from the other two
members of the Wooster Trio.
Professor Brian Dykstra (piano)
and Professor Robert Hamilton
(violin), Garlick pointed out this
relationship between Hungarian
lifestyle and Bartok's music.
Hungarian words are accented
on the first syllable. Garlick told.
Similarly, Hamilton played a
passage of short-lon- g strokes on
the violin in the first movement of
Bartok's. piece. "Verbiinkos."
which Garlick said means
recruiting dance.
Garlick also demonstrated the
presence of a folk-son- g like theme
in the other two movements.
"Pihano." or relaxation, and
"Sebes." or fast dance. Then she
joined Dykstra and Hamilton with
her clarinet to play, in entirety, the
three movements of Bartok's
"Contrast."
"Bartok created a cultural
evolution blended ultimately in a
national Hungarian musical
tradition, the kind of evolution
Western Europe took 15 centuries
to accomplish." Garlick added.
The audience in McGaw Chapel
was taken from beginning to end
with Garlick 's presentation f
Bartok. and now' most can
probably answer. '.'Why
folksong?"
computed by adding the cost of
the faculty on leave with the
replacement cost of that
professor. Faculty may also apply
for additional funds (i.e. the Mellon
Foundation), but mwst show
sufficient need for the extra
money.
Upon arriving back in Wooster,
professors are required to submit
an in-dep- th report of the nature of
their leave and evidence of their
work to the Research and Study
Leave Committee. The professor
is also asked to exhibit the results
of hisher presentation (i.e. a
convocation or department
seminar).
to Benefit Students, Profs
Academic Miiairs and tour faculty
members. This year Committee
members are: Andrew Weaver,
biology (chairperson); Alfred Hall,
psychology; James Hodges,
history and Geoge Olson, art.
The proposal details clearly the
purpose of the leave request,
qualifications of the professor and
expected benefits both for the
professor and students resulting
from the leave. Also considered by
the Committee is the productivity
of the faculty member's last leave
(if applicable). If granted
permission by the Committee,
professors are paid full salary to
studyresearch off --campus. The
yearly budget for leaves is
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Various grains and nuts placed in sterile garbage cans accent the
unique environment of the Wooster Co-o-p. Photo by Rodger
Pelagalli.
Co-o-p a Healthy Alternative
By Susan Reid
There's a certain aroma that
comes from all of the food co-op- s
that I've ever known. For me, the
smell of herbs and teas and the
more subtle smells of fruits, nuts
and grains, are the first things that I
notice. Monday, when I walked
into the Wooster Coop, the
reaction was the same, accented by
the fog on my glasses, forcing me
to use other senses for a while.
The Wooster Co-o- p isn't very
difficult to find, if you know where
to look. Head down Market, take a
right on North and walk for a
couple of blocks, and you will see
it. since the greenhouse is a fairly
unusual appendage for the area,
tacked on to a normally traditional
house within the last year.
Once inside (and defogged) the
partitioning of the house seems to
be a natural for the variety of a
co-o-D. Teas and herbs line both
sides of a hallway in neatly labeled'
jars au in alphabetical order with
such names as lemon grass.
Calendula, blessed thistle, or
morning thunder. In a large, sunlit
room bins & big trash cans set into
frames at a slant, are filled with
flour, bukjer and other grains.
Another room has a similar
arrangement of bins for nuts and
dried fruit, and also houses tall
cases for dairy products. Then
there is the produce room, with a
refrigerated area bristling with
cabbage, cauliflower and other
greenery, and with bins full of
potatoes, onions, mushrooms,
ginger root and more.
Out by the cash register there
are books, some of the usual co-o-p
type books. The Vegetarian
Epicure, or Diet for a Small
Planet, as well as some unusual
ones on herbs or on Self Defense
for Gentle People.
The greenhouse is the baby of
Marty, one of two full-tim- e coordi- -
BEALL AVE.
ECON-O-WAS- H
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15
nators. It's just getting started, but
there are seedlings for next
summer's produce and a smaB
selection of house plants. Some
green peppers have already
, been
picked and although there are not
many vegetables
.
benefiting the
co-o-p as yet, the solar heat from
the greenhouse does help to heat
the rest of the co-o-p during the
day. .--
AD of this may sound intriguing
enough for a visit, but the co-o-p it a
practical place as well. Since most'
of the costs of the middleman are
cut. Non-membe- rs do pay 50
above cost, but members who pay
the $1.50 monthly fee or the 18
dollar annual fee pay only 40
above cost. If they add four hours
of labor per month to their
membership, they pay only 20 L
above cost for their products.
.-
- As Lisa, the other --coordinator
explains.' there are between 200
and 250 members at this point.
The variety among them is fasci-
nating. Although the co-o-p. found-
ed btf tkp Rrnthor'a Unluntoa
Service, does have a bit of a
"Young people'' image students
Bving off campus have . often
become working members, and
Amish families often buy in bulk
there. There is also a fairly large
cont on p. 6.
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Symposium Begins Tues.,
Ahlstrom Discusses Family
by Dianna Trover
Rev. Tony Ahlstrom isn't an
average, stereotyped minister,
securely isolating himself in the
same church for "20 years,
delivering well-rehearse- d sermons
weekly.
Tony Ahlstrom ran across the
US in 1971, averaging 50 miles per
day. He repeated the feat in 1976,
running from San Francisco to the
White House in celebration of the
Bicentennial.
Ahlstrom will arrive at Wooster
by car, instead of on foot, on Jan.
27 to begin the Morality
Symposium. He will speak on
"The Decisive Decade: An
Agenda for the 80s," focusing on
marriage and the family.
"Many of us will be deciding
whether or not to marry and raise
a family in the future, and
Ahlstrom's insights will be
thought-provoking- ,' said Gregg
Brelsford. chairperson of SAB
Speakers and Topics Committee,
who is sponsoring the symposium.
Ahlstrom is a dynamic speaker
whose - observations will arouse
discussion, he added.
As executive director of the
Plymouth Foundation in Chicago.
Ahlstrom has influenced the
Chicago City Council on moral
issues and is also an activist in
ecological interest groups.
Ahlstrom has spoken in 125 cities
and to 14 governors, has held town
meetings and discussed public city
services.
Ahlstrom's lecture will be in
Mateer at 7:00 p.m.
SAB Speakers and Topics
Committee has sponsored the
Morality Symposium, a series of
seven weekly lectures, to heighten
student awareness of moral
decision-making- . Topics include
marriage and the family, deception
and lying, sexuality, stress, the
hospice concept, forced busing.
and bioethics.
Ernst Creative Talents are
In Frick and
by Kevin Grubb
A new face and talent have
recently arrived at the College.
Her name is Barbara Ernst, and
her talents are manifold. Currently
working for both the College art
department and the Wooster Art
Center, Ernst channels her
creative energies into photo-
graphy and cataloging the John
Taylor Arms prints, teaching
classes for children at the Art
Center in Frick and pursuing her
own interests in painting and
photography.
Ernst's welcome presence at
Wooster is a result of funding from
F
Flair Travel
Consultants
346 E BOWMAN ST.
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus
CALL
264-65- 05
y Registered onto i ravei gem
TA03O5
Lowry Art Exhibitions
the National Endowment of the
Arts, a portion of which takes care
of her salary. A graduate of
Westminster College in
Pennsylvania with an M.A. and
M.F.A. from Bowling Green State
University, Ernst came to
Wooster partly because of the
opporturfities her positions
proffered and also because her
boyfriend lived in the area. Her
major in painting and minor in
photography was "the smartest
thing I ever did," Ernst said. She
feels photography has given her a
definite edge in the erratic arts job
I market.
Two exhibitions are currently
on display that Ernst is responsible .
for. The first is the Frick exhibition
of painting prints executed by
German artist Wolfgang Birkner.
The prints, taken from a limited
edition collection of 250 books,
were published in 1639 and are
concerned with the "sport" of
early seventeenth century
hunting. Ernst commented:
"These scenes reveal the
elaborate and complicated steps
taken at a hunt; they also reveal an
attitude toward animal life that we
the inhumanity hunters displayed
toward their prey. Yet, technically,
the prints are interesting in then-executio- n.
"I wouldn't can it naive
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Mad to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni. Sausage,
Mushrooms, Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
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Come See Us:
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TTrt SaL-5D.m-2a.- rn. 263-019- 0QnnHav ra rw-TH- lt Ofllv 5-1-2. ClOSed TUCS.
JEEPS. CARS. TRUCKS
Available through government
agencies: many sell for under $200.
Call 602941)14, ext. 4605 for
your directory on how to
purchase.
Wanted: Responsible party to take
over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager, P.O. Box
33, Friedens, PA 15541.
AIRLINE JOBS FREE INFO
Nationwide-writ- e Airline Place-
ment Bureau 4208198th SW 101
Lynnwood. Wash. 98036. Enclose
a self-address- ed stamped large- -
envelope.
SERVICES
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control
Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 West Market St.
CaH toH free 1-800-- 362 9150.
Displayed
or primitive an, stareanmst, put
it does have an interesting use of
perspective. There really were no
rules being followed."
Ernst's own paintings, drawings
and photography are currently on
display until Jan. 31 in Lowry
Center. "Personal Imagery That
Won't Go Away" is an
autobiographical "metaphore" of
real Kfe situations experienced by
the artist. "My paintings and
drawings present a development
of very personal attitudes between
a family of images and their
environments, reflected Ernst on
her work. "To a large extent each .
and every one of my figures is in
some way a self portrait. ..not so
much in a literal sense as in a
conceptual sense. Regarding her
photography, she renounces the
formalist ic "staged technique :
My photographs are the result of
incessant experimentation.
Technically, the work of Ernst is
a reflection of the unexpected and
the sensuality of rhythms implicit
in her paintings. "I respond to a
kinetic energy in my surroundings
and envisage a situation where
time and space have only
temporary dimension," com-
mented the artist on her Lowry
exhibition.
Co-o-p Offers Wide Range
Of Alternative Food Products
cont from p. 5
senior citizen's clientele. Lisa says
that many of them come in with a
list of things that their doctor has
told them to eat. They often don't
know what the things are. but they
need to get them into their diet so
they come and ask a lot of
questions.
There are a lot of basics there.
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Bevan Rouses Fans
by C. Clara Nelson
and Karen McCartney
He closed his eyes as if in
reverie, drawing a hushed capacity
crowd , into the magic of his
melody. The bass thrummed an
accompaniment to the clearness
of the accoustic guitars. As the
song ends, Ichabod's breaks into
chaotic noise-clappi- ng, stomping,
cheering. On the swell of this
enthusiasm he launches into a
familiar and well-love- d
.
song.
Barely has he begun when he is
joined by the audience; "You are
my sunshine, my only sunshine..."
Alex Bevan, Ohio's child, that
skinny little boy from Cleveland,
"performed in concert with friends
Stephan Downey and Martin
Block last Friday niqht in
'Ichabod's. Two years ago Bevan
performed in McGaw chapel as a
warm-u- p for Livingston Taylor.
Alone with his guitar and
harmonica, he introduced
Wooster to a new kind of
folkrockjazz music.
Bevan's return was prompted
rather uniquely, since it came from
the artist himself, who contacted
Wooster last fan to ask how he
could get to play here. Alex Bevan
and Friends became their own
booking agents around that time
because, "We like to work. We'd
rather travel, performing in front
of small audiences, Eke this, than
wait for big concerts." So he and --
his group are making the rounds of
campuses and auditoriums',
mostly here in Ohio.
The two of us joined him in the
bound booth between sets for an
mtervtew which he had also
requested. Moving aside a tray of
sandwich meats for between show
snacks, he handed us beers and
sat down to restring his guitar
while answering our questions.
"This is my wife," he said as he
lovingly patted his guitar," she
used to be a stripper, that's why
she always breaks her G-strin- g."
When he left for a moment to sign
some more autographs, his
"friends" Steve (lead accoustic
(guitar) and Marty (accoustic bass)
confided that they could let us in
on some wild stories about Bevan
but that his dog. Rounder, could
ten you stories that would "make
fyour hair stand on end."
Born in East Cleveland, a
graduate of Shaw High School
klass of 1968. Bevan also attended
toilet paper, dish detergent, laun-
dry soap, deodorant, cooking oil.
eggs, milk and the like, as weD as
an exotic selection of cheeses, teas,
herbs, grains, fruits and books. It's a
shopping place weD worth the
walk, if only for the pleasant smells
nr the sun warmth of the
greenhouse.
LQUlPtttin
i::c
Art Supplies
& Portable Service and Repair
MARKET. WOOSTCR. OHIO PHONC SM-tZO- O
Akron University. After deciding
against a career in engineering he .
cut his first album in 1971 entitled
"No Truth to Sell." After
establishing himself on the college
circuit he recorded "Springboard
including "Skinny Little Boy"
under his own label, Fiddler's
Wind.
Bevan categorizes his interests
under outdoor activities; cross-
country skiing, canoeing and
camping. His real love remains
music and performance. Although
he does not pattern himself after
others, Bevan admires Gordon
Lightfoot. " Mark Twain. Will
Rogers and Chuck Berry.
When asked how much longer
he would perform he responded
by saying. "As long as it's fun." He
hazarded a guess of about ten
more years. Anyone watching him
can t'efl how much fun he is having.
His unabashed pleasure in
performing is compelling. Some of
this feeling is captured on his new
album, "Alex Bevan and Friends"
Live." The album is designed to
help Camp Cheerful, for
handicapped people in Strongs-ville- ,
Ohio.
Cramps Course
"Coping with Cramps", a two-sessio- n
series for College of
Wooster' women, will meet this
quarter at the , Student Health
Service (Hygeia). The classes will
educate women in techniques for
relieving painful menstrua cramps.
Dates of the Classes are Saturday,
January 31 and February 14. 10
a.m.-1-2 noon. The instructors are
Pat Limbach. College Nurse Practi-
tioner, and Ruth Dykstra. Regis-
tered Nurse. There is no fee for the
course and a class booklet will be
given to each participant. Class size
wdl be limited in order to provide
more individual attention and
interaction between participants.
Interested college women
should caO now for information or
to register for the classes at the
Student Health Service, extension
319.
.
Specific inquiries may be
directed to Mrs. Limbach or Mrs.
Dykstra.
The classes are sponsored by
the Student Health Advisory
Forms are now available to
apply for financial aid for 1981-8- 2.
AH students are urged to apply. If
you did not already , receive the
necessary forms, please stop by
the Financial Aid Office from 8:00
to 4:30.
SGA Briefs
The FAC wUl be working tn
the discount buying -- program.
According to last quarter's survey.
63 percent of the student body
would like to see the program.
A new housing survey will be
in the mail next week. If you
receive one." please fill it out.
The , Energy Committee is
looking for new members. If you
are interested, contact Libby Black
at Box 1180.
THE
PARTY
a in tha Coim Hun 5 n J r m
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scoring in double figures (Lee
Svete)," said Wooster coach Al
Van Wie. "Coupled with the fact
that he is our best defensive
player, his absence leaves a big
void." As far as the road trips that
are coming up for the
Scots..."We've shown that we
keep our poise and maturity on the
road,' said Van Wie. "Of course, it
is not Eke playing at home but the
players seem to take it in stride."
INJURY REPORT: Aaron
ZoDars is still on the sidefinesAvith
an eye inuury (and becoming more
impatient with his status).
Freshman Jesse Smith, who did
.not dress for the Kenyon game
because of a foot injury, will be
back for the Scots this week. And
finally, the Fighting Scots, are
waiting patiently for the word on
Lee Svete and the condition of his
foot.
WOOSTER SCOUTING
REPORT: The wins and losses of
the OAC teams have been
surprising and often unexpected.
But it supports what Wooster
coach Al Van Wie has said about
this year's conference teams.
This is the most balanced group
of teams I've ever seen in the
OAC." Which means that virtually
anyone could take the OAC
honors. And, there are a few
aspects of Wooster's game that
could put them on top. One is the
their turnovers low, committing
only sixteen throughout the whole
game.. Darlene Kemp pilfered the
.
ball seven times as the Scotties
had a total of eighteen steals.. .
Foul shooting was the key to the
Cedarville victory. The Scotties
shot 32 (6-19- ) from the line while
the winning team was 22 for 28(79). The total number of fouls
was not very different though,
Cedarville with 23 and the
Wooster squad with 26. Wooster
just did not make its foul shots.
The Scotties outshot Cedarville I
from the floor. 38 to 31, and 25
field goals to 18, but the foul fine
proved to be the Scotties'
downfall.
"The only .thing that
disappointed me was the fact that
we only got three offensive
rebounds in the second half. We
are definitely going to have to do
better in that department," said
66
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Scots Win Two in OAC: Beat Kenyon, Clobber Denison
by Eddie Zombie
When describing the College of
Wooster basketball team the name
Gib Tecca is mentioned almost
immediately. The 65". 200 to.
--junior forward has continued his
success story this year: Last week
was no different as Tecca scored
48 points in pacing the Scots to.
two -- consecutive victories over
Denison and Kenyon.
Tecca playing an awesome
game against the Kenyon Lords
scored 24 points on 12 of 18 shots.
Tecca hit on 7-1- 0 first half shots as
he combined with Rikki Corbett's
10 points to lead the Scots to a
36 27 halftime lead.
.
The second hatf saw the Scots
lead flucuate from as many as 13
to as few as 5. However, the Scots
nung tougn ana controuea tne
game as they , recorded their,
second consecutive Ohio
-- Conference Victory.
Besides Tecca's high scoring
performance the Scots received 16
points from Corbett and 9 re-
bounds from Chris Thomas. The
' i i i j r-- n m i! i a
, ioru s were iea fy out mem s itpoints.
Wooster. playing perhaps their
best half of basketball this year shot
64 percent in the first half on 18-2-8
shots. The Scots finished the night
ro a iU . ..-w- uul uAss .m I fTf fill unv uuucu uwu
record to 9-4- . As Coach Al Van
Wie later stated, The' Kenyon
Scottie Hoopsters Split; Nichols: Best Game of Season
by David Bryan
Just a quick note that was
brought to my attention during my
- weekly interview with Coach Nan
actual stories of the past week:
popular belief has it among
cnartafnrc sknA mlcinfnrmpH
readers ; of this paper that tne
women's teams at Wooster are
part of the OAC. It has been
brought to my attention that the
women's teams at CO.W. are
partof the O.A.I.S.W. (Ohio
Association of Intercollegiate
Sports for Women). I apologize for
this error.
The Scotties knocked off the
Muskies of Muskingam, 60-5- 3, in
their finest game of the year. Nine
Scotties dented the scoring
column and Coach Nichols
emptied her bench for the first
time this year. Rebounds and
turnovers were the big key in the
outcome of the game. In
committing only four turnovers
during the first half, the Scotties
built up a 37-2- 6 lead and were
never seriously threatened after
that point.
Despite being down early, the
Scotties - never trailed after a
basket by Kym Thompson off a
beautiful assist from Lisa Mullett
with 13:10 left in the first half. Pam
Chapman was hitting nothing but
the bottom of the net as she
dropped in four baskets in the 15
foot range without as much as
batting an eyelash.
All in all, the first half was a very
balanced effort. Chapman was
high with eight and Mullett also
had eight points. Freshman Jill
Basinger pumped in five points on
two nice outside shots and free
throw. By committing only six
fouls, the Scotties kept everyone
in good shape for the second half.
Basinger, the only one in foul
trouble, had played some
excellent defense during the first
half.
The height of the Woo women
victory was a total team effort and
showed the potential we have."
Wooster celebrated their first
OACvictory earlier in the week as
they routed a stubborn Denison
' five, 6S46. The Big Red fought the
Scots to a 27-2-7 halftime score,
.
mainly on their lopsided 20--8
rebounding .edge.
Despite the rocky - first half
performance, the Scots dominated
second half action with their zone
press. Eric Short, the freshman
from Orrvifle, was &Q over thecourt
deflecting passes and causing
havoc with his quick hands.
Denison, showing the harrassing
effects of the press, shot a
horrendous 8-3-0 in the second half.
Tecca once again led the Scots
scoring parade as he connected on
9-1- 5 fielders and 6-1- 0 free throws
for 24 points. Teammate Rikki
Corbett added 12 markers. Chris
Mitchell's 17 points and 10
rebounds paced the Big Red. Short
led the Scots on the boards with 6
rebounds.
This Saturday night Heidelberg
invades Timken Gymnasium with
an 11-- 4 record. The Scots who
now are 2-- 1 in conference play
must stop the hot shooting Kurt
Anderson. Just how important this
job is was expressed by Wooster
scout Mike Bending, "Anderson is
like Mt. St. Helens he can
explode at anytime." This year
began to take its toll in the second
half. Cindy Durand, Kym
Thompson, and Kris Leslie began
' to pound the offensive boards and
take control of
.
the game
underneath. Basinger continued
to shine in the second half, scoring
five more points and running the
offense to near perfection while
keeping up her hustling,, scrappy
defense.
Excellent play by the bench now'
makes it easy for Coach Nichols to
substitute when a player is in foul
trouble or- - needs a breather.
Campbell, Peggy Elder,
Thompson and Basinger all could
very easily by starting for other
teams.
Kris Leslie had twelve points to
lead the Scotties. Jill Basinger had
ten, while Lisa Mullett and Pam
Chapman both hit for eight. Cindy
Durand and Leslie dominated the
boards, Cindy hauling down eight
and Kris nine. Pam also ripped
down seven rebounds to help out.
Jean Campbell had five assists
to lead the team, Darlene Kemp
with four and Mullett and Basinger
splitting six. The Scotties had
seventeen turnovers but equaled
COPIES COPIES
INDEPENDENT STUDIES
Resumes
Theses
Reports
Tickets
Programs
503 E. LIBERTY ST
WOOSTER. OHIO
woosru
I 264-222- 3
alone Anderson has scoring perfor-
mances of 47 and 38. So
tommorow night if you're looking
for action, stop by Timken
Gymnasium. .
This and That
Lee Svete, the junior sharpshooter,
has a stress fracture of his left foot
and will be sidelined for two
weeks Tecca's performance this
week earned him honorable men-
tion player of the week in the
OAC- - -WOOSTER SCOUTING
REPORT: It is going to be a rough
week for the Soots who wiS be on
the road for two of their next three
games. And the possibtEty that f
junior Lee Svete will not be in the
lineup is not an encouraging
thought. Svete, who missed the
Denison game, played against
Kenyon Saturday night.. .but in
pain. The possibility of a stress
fracture or torn -- tendons is
there...but so far urironfirrned.
Against an aggressive team Eke
Heidelberg, his defense would be
sorely missed. But, there is junior
Gib " Tecca whose consistent,
subtle play is pacing the Scots with
18.5 ppg. Svete's average has been
dropped with these last few games
but freshman Rikki Corbett
picked up his scoring responsibili-
ties with 16 points against Kenyon
Saturday.
COACH'S COMMENT: "It is
tough to replace someone who is
out with seventeen steals.
As Coach Nichols and this
reporter talked, she had these
things to say about the .game.
This is by far one of the better
team games I have seen. Everyone '
was playing good defense without
getting in foul trouble. And the big
key, they worked together as a
team. Basinger impressed me last
night, but so did the rest of the
team. They looked good."
Traveling to Cedarville on
Saturday, the Scotties bowed in
another tight game by a 58-5- 6
score. The Scotties led at the half,
3025, but bst their lead in the final
three minutes of the game to lose
for the third time in seven games
this season.
Lisa Mullett led the Woo
Women with fourteen points. Two
other Scotties scored in double
figures, Pam .Chapman with
thirteen and Kris Leslie with ten..
.This was the first game aD season
that the C.O.W. women had been
outrebounded. Cindy Durand
hauled in seven to lead the team to
a total of thirty-one- . Cedarville
grabbed thirty-si- x loose caroms.
Once again,, the Scotties kept
I
play of his freshmen, Rikki
Corbett has gained confidence
and as a result hit for 16 points
against Kenyon, a personal high
for that rookie. And Jesse Smith is
coming off the bench to contribute
superb defense and a natural court
sense. Then there is the defense,
which is frustrating the offense of
its opponents and often kept the
Scots in the game when theyhad a
hard time generating an offense.
And then there's Gib Tecca. The
6-- 5 junior is averaging 185 ppg and
was special mention OAC pick
this week. Also the Scots have
been pjaying well on the road...a
crucial factor (or any team. .
COACH'S COMMENT:
"We've attacked the 2-- 3 zone
defense really well," said Wooster
Coach Al Van Wie. "And that's
what most of the teams have been
playing against us.
"Where we need to improve is at
the foul fine." The Scots are hitting
for .663 from the fine and missed
the front end of five crucial one
and ones against Kenyon.
.it,
Gib Tecca: OAC
Honorable Mention
Coach Nan Nichols on Monday. -
Our turnovers have been down in
the last two games and we are 1-- 1
with two very well played games.
We just couldn't quite stay ahead."
With three straight : home
games, due to the switch of the
John Carroll game to Timken, the
Scotties should be able to get back
on the winning track at home. The
Scotties also face Ohio Northern
on Saturday, Jan. 24," and Ohio
Dominican on Tuesday, the 27th.
55
I. ..... . Trout Menuire I
The Wooster Iriri
We Invite You For A Dinner Special.
The Dinner Includes Appetizer. Salad. Rolls & Butter. :
And Also Your Dinner Entree. '
Tues. featuring
wca. iearanng m oumaaoes
Tburs. featuring Sem Food Plate
. ALLFOR8.95 . ,
J
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Wittenberg, Denison Plunge
Under Scottie
The Wooster Scotties splashed
two opponents in the face this past
week. On the 15th, Wittenberg
went under by a score of 85-5- 4.
Saturday, the 17th, the Denison
Big Red went under and never
came up for air, as the Scotties
drowned them in their wake, 100
40. Julie Schubert, Ella Romig, and
Cathy Bosworth each had two
firsts and a second in the
Wittenberg meet, while Schubert
and Romiq each had four wins
versus Derison and Bosworth and
Anne Howes swam to victory in
three events.
After losing the opening relay to
Wittenberg, the Scotties came
right back and won the next three
events. Sherri Sterling won the 500
free and was closely followed by
Anne Howes for second. Cathy
Bosworth took a first in the 200
I.M. and Anne Douglass came in
third. Romig then came in just a
touch ahead of'Schubert in the 100
free, and the score was then 22-12- .
Lisa Bove came in second in the
50 back and was followed in for
third by Lisa Buttkevitz. Nancy Jo
McMillan and Anne Douglass
swam to a 2, 3 finish for the
Scotties in the 50 breast. Deb
Allenby had an easy win in the 100
fly and Amy McClumpha took her
usual first in the one meter diving
competition.
Schiilx'rl and Romig came in 1.
2 in the 50 fr"e. this time Julie
Scot Matmen Swipe Five of Eight
But Fall on Hard Luck at Heidelberg
by Hank Sperry
The College of Wooster
wrestling team lost a heart-
breaking match to Heidelberg, 29-2- 7,
Saturday at Heidelberg.
The Scots won five of eight
matches- - four of them by pin. But
it was the "Invisible Man" that beat
the Wooster grapplers as they
were forced to forfeit both the 1 18-pou- nd
class and the heavyweight
division. It's a tough situation the
.Scots find themselves in. Joe
Giaconia, the Scot's only 118-poun- d
entrant, was put out for the
season with a rib injury before the
campaign began. Kim Lance, who
is doing a remarkable job in the
heavyweight division, neverthe-
less cannot wrestle for points
because he is a transfer student,
and under NCAA rules he must
forfeit all his matches this season.
Without the two forfeits (worth six
points each) the Scots would most
likely have defeated Heidelberg,
...and so the problem becomes
obvious..
"We definitely won the battle on
the mats but lost it where it
counts," said coach Bob
Yomboro.
Nonetheless it was a good day
for the Scots. After the 1 18 pound
forfeit, 126-pound-er Curtis Lloyd
took to the, mats against
Heidelberg's Mark Feucht. The
pair made like battling tops before
Lloyd prevailed, 17-1- 2. Bruce
Manwaring kept things spinning
for the Scots with a pin of Bill Rafie
in the 134-poun- d scrap.
Tom Wood (142 pounds) was
pinned by 'Berg's Tony Munafo,
but Wooster's Pete Meyers
cranked up and reversed the
charges, pinning 1980 Ohio
Conference semi finalist Jason
Perdue in the 150-poun- d class.
Steve Chychlyk (158) was
downed by the Student Princes'
Dave Tapp, another OAC semi-finali- st
last year, before Rob
Tsunami
winning oy just a little Oit. Lisa
Bove took a third in the 100 back.
The 100 I.M. pulled the Tigers
within ten points, even though
Anne Douglass and Lisa
Buttkevitz came in second and
third. Bosworth and Julie Fair
opened the Scotties' lead back up
to 17 as they came in first and
second in the 200 free.
Anne Howes and Deb Allenby
kept things going when they came
in first and second in the 50 fly.
McClumpha took five more points
in the optional one meter dives and
then Bosworth and McMillan
came in second and third in the
100 breast. Romig. Schubert, Fair,
and Marrie Neumer combined to
convincingly win the 200 free relay
and the Scotties had their first dual
victory of the year.
The Denison meet was over
after the first relay because the Big
Red never again were as close as 7-- 0.
Bosworth. McMillan. Schubert.
Romig and Company just swam it
in the rest of the way. McClumpha
claiming wins in both the one and
three meter competitions. The
Scotties scored at least four points
in each event after the opening
relay and the margin of victory just
grew and grew.
The Scotties travel this
weekend to the GLCA (Great
Lakes Coaches Association)
tournament in Granville. It is a two
day meet with certain events being
held on both days.
Lavalee and John Srock,
Wooster's version of "Murderers
Row" stepped up. Lavalee tossed
Greg Distel around like a yo-y- o
before finishing him off with a pin.-Lavalle- e
now stands 5-- 0 on the
season and has registered four
pins. Srock dominated ' Leon
Garoufalis and had him staring at-th- e
ceiling in short order.
The Scot's Dennis McCarthy,
coming off a bout with the flu, lost
a 190-poun- d bout to Jeff Osterling,
15-3- , but Lance put the lid on with
an exhibition pin over Pat Hapler
in the heavyweight division.
"It was a tremendous team
effort," praised Yomboro. "We
lost, but we couldn't have done
much better than that on the mats.
If we could fill those two spots we'd
be tough."
mmm
Scotties chalked up
Scots Clinch Opening OAC
Dual with Big Relay Finale
The Fighting Scots of the water
swam past the Yeomen of Oberlin,
61-5- 0, in the Yeomen's pool. Led
by Jeff Strater and Tom Rancich
who garnered two wins in
individual events, and other dual
winners John Keiter and Rick
Wurster, the Scots needed a win in
the final relay to preserver the
victory and got it!
The 400 medley relay started
things and the Scots got rolling
right away. John Keiter, Ray
DeLaPena, Tom Rancich, and
Matt Daly opened up with a win.
Jeff Strater pulled home the first of
his wins in the 100 free and
Rancich came back off the relay
for a win in the 200 free.
Daly took a second in the 50 free
and Wurster took an individual
first in the 200 IM. Dale Kaestner
took a second in the one meter
diving and then Rancich claimed
his second victory of the night in
the 200 fly.
But., the Yeomen were getting
closer with each event, as their
Pike's Peak
Camera Shop
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victories over Wittenberg and
seconds and thirds and a few firsts
were beginning to add up: Keiter
came in third in the 100 free and
another third-plac- e finish, this one
by Wurster, in the 200 back, left
the Scots down by eight points
with four events to go.
Back came the Scots, Strater
winning the 500 free and Bob
Black coming in third. Kaestner
pulled out a victory in the three
meter diving and suddenly the
Scots were down by three. A 1 , 2. 3
finish in the 200 breast gave the
Scots the lead in the next to last
event. John Shaw. DeLaPena. and
Dave Shuster provided the go
ahead points and the 400 free relay
team of Keiter. Daly, Wurster. and
Riley held off the Yeomen's last try
to win the meet.
The Scots participate in the
GLCA '(Great Lakes Coaches
Association) tournament on the
23rd and 24th. Differnt events will
be held each day. The meet will be
held at Granville.
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EL RANCHO GRANDE
Free
Delivery
264-980- 0
423 E-- Liberty SL
Hours:
4.30 -- 1 :00 Sua-Thur- s.
4:30-2:0- 0 Frl-S- at
Ov aiwfl cwry 1MB lhA S1O00.
& -- UpyiVH (HOW- -
$2.00 Off
A 16" Deluxe or Vegt pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 21081
Fast Fro Delivery '
423 E. Liberty St
. Phone: 2644800
1$1.00 Off
Any 16" or 12" pizza with
Extra Thick Crust
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 210781
Fast, Free Delivery
423 E. Liberty St
Phone: 264-980- O
